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WHEN ANACS NEEDED A SLAB
THEY WENT To THE SOURCE

When ANACS was in desperate need of a slab to compete in the marketplace, they requested from Accugrade aproposal for the design, composition, manufacturing and cost of a slabbing operation. Accugrade submitted three differentslab proposals and prototypes to ANACS. The ANACS slab is now the same size as the Accugrade slab and fits in standard2 by 2 coin boxes and stack just like the Accugrade slab.
ACCUGRADE'S INVOLVEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES1. Blanchard and Co. Steve Contursi, requested designs, manufacturing cost proposals and prototype slabs fromAccugrade for their slab operation.
2. Panda America Inc., Marty Weiss, requested a slabbing operation from

Accugrade, we set up computer software, manufactured the minislabs for them
and we did it all in 3 weeks and they call it the PandaPak.
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3. INS Certification Service now uses the Old Accugrade Photoslab which we
developed and manufactured and sold over one year ago.

4. International Numismatic Grading Service's photoslab was developed and
manufactured by Accugrade for INGS with a tamperproof seal.

5. Coin Vault Grading Service photoslab was developed and manufactured
by Accugrade for CVGS also with a tamperproof seal and Patented.

6. Certi-Grade Grading Service Dr. George Vogt's new minislab was
developed, manufactured and set up by Accugrade for Colonial Coins.

7. Security Rare Coins Inc. Jim Duggan's slab was developed, manufactured and set up in
3 weeks by Accugrade.

8. Investment Traditions Grading Service slab was manufactured, developed and set up in 3 weeks by Accugrade.9. Accugrade set up slabbing operations for 5 small firms in addition to the 8 above. Accugrade has set up Slabbing
operations for more Numismatic firms than all the other services combinedand sold over 250,000 slabs.

Our Company has been the innovator in offering Slabbing operations to the industry. Our Slabs are the most techno-
logically advanced in the industry today. Coins cannot be switched like larger slabs. Accugrade has also advised all the
major grading services about their plastic composition and the liabilities they pose. We told one major firm that uses ELVAXØ
it was a Carcinogen and was not inert as they stated in their Ads. We told David Hall, PCGS, in October of 1987 that the
blue tint in their original holders posed a film development problem for their coins.

The MINISLAB is the only Slab case which is totally tamperproof. The male and female reeded edges of each half of
the Slab create a seal when sonically welded which makes it impossible to pry open without cracking the hard plastic. Un-
like other Slabs on the market, the MINISLAB does not soften or separate when heated, it Melts! MINISLAB measures
2" x 23/4" and fits neatly into a vest pocket or standard 2"x2" coin box. If you want longer lasting security, superior quality
and immediate availability for every coin size there is only one CLEAR choice.....

THE SMALLEST, MOST COMPACT SLAB ON THE MARKET OFFERS:
1. The longest shelf life of any Slab. 2. Stackable and locking reeded edges 3. Clear Hard Inert Acrylic Plastic
4. Fits in standard 2 by 2 coin boxes 5. Stands up in Coin Showcases 6. Tamperproof construction
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You could create your own slab, do all the work yourself: make your own master die,
make 45 coin size dies (Circumference Dies) at $1800 apiece and hope there wouldn't be too
many mistakes. You'd have to plan on spending about 10 months to perfect your prototype and
you might have a good slab. I forgot to tell you, plan on spending about $150,000 plus. You
need considerable know how in technical engineering experience.

OR THE ALTERNATIVE IS:
For as little as $8,500.00 you can have the perfect Slab Operation with your Co. name on it.

You can be operational in about 4 weeks time with 1,000 Slabs to start, a leased Sonic Welding
Machine, technical backup support, computer software and training which is included in the
price. There are already over a dozen firms now using the minislab. Cost of Slabs range from
$1.25 to $2.00 apiece depending on quantities ordered. Start with a proven slab that is becoming
the industry standard. Accugrade is setting that standard for expertise in plastic inert slabs.

JOIN SOMEONE'S SLAB NETWORK OR CREATE YOUR OWN SLAB NETWORK
Accugrade does not sell or License the name Accugrade in any Slab operation.


